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Are employment relations in Europe based on trust?  
The employee representative perspective

Patricia Elgoibar¹, Lourdes Munduate¹, Francisco J. Medina² & Martin C. Euwema³

Numerous researchers from various disciplines agree that trust has important benefits for organizations (Dirks & Ferrin, 2001) and their members (Kramer, 1999). However, we sometimes find it not that easy to achieve the appreciated and desired trust in employment relationships. In this paper, firstly, we define the concept of trust and its importance in the European industrial relations. Secondly, we explore how employee representatives (ER) around Europe perceive the relationship with management as well as with co-workers, focusing on trust. Finally, we will conclude with a discussion and some practical recommendations that can help ERs to increase trustworthy relationships, improving the capacity to participate in the decision-making process and leading to a more constructive conflict management.
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Relations between employers, trade unions, and employees in Europe are rapidly changing (Euwema, Nauta, Munduate, Medina, Martinez-Pecino & Viemose, 2008). The new competitive demands for organizations, the globalization process and economic turbulence, lead to new organizational relations in which employee representatives (ER) play a central role. ERs are typically employees (part-time or full-time) who play a role as representative within the company. They represent their colleagues in different types of organizational conflicts and decision-making processes with the management. The ability of ERs to find out and negotiate new organizational arrangements is essential to support these changes (Rocha, 2008).
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In fact, they play a critical role in shaping and mediating the relationship between managers and employees (Bacon & Blyton, 1999; Stuart & Lucio, 2002).

Given the importance of trust in the relations between ER and management as well as ER and co-workers, there is a surprising lack of studies on this issue. The cultural differences in power, history and structure of labour relations in Europe (Euwema et al., 2008) could predict differences around the European countries. In this paper we analyze trust in the relations between ER and a) management and b) co-workers in 8 European countries (Belgium, Denmark, Estonia, Germany, Holland, Portugal, Spain and United Kingdom).

**Trust in the workplace**

Following Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt and Camerer (1998, p.395), "trust is a psychological state comprising the intention to accept vulnerability based upon positive expectations of the intentions or behaviour of another". Agreeing with this idea, we define trust as the expectation that the other party will cooperate in the future (Pruitt & Carnevale, 1993). The mutual trust between ERs and both management and co-workers is an essential tool to understand the industrial relations in the different countries and the role of ER in them.

Interpersonal trust in the workplace has shown to have a strong and robust influence on a variety of organizational phenomena including job satisfaction, stress, organizational commitment, productivity and knowledge sharing (Moradian, Renzl & Matzler, 2006; Kramer, 1999; Levin & Cross, 2004). Trust is an essential factor to build intraorganizational relations and cooperation (Coleman, 1990; Fukuyama, 1995; Putman, 1993; Kramer & Tyler 1996). Trust leads to more collaborative negotiation behaviours and more integrative negotiation outcomes in interpersonal and intergroup negotiations (Lewicki, McAllister & Bies, 1998; Ross & LaCroix, 1996; Taylor, 1989).

Given the competitive challenges of organizational growth, globalization, strategic partnerships (Martinez Lucio & Stuart, 2002) and multicultural relations (Cox & Tung, 1997), trust has become a critical competence within organizations (Lewicki et al., 1998). The trusting qualities of the relations between parties – ER (employee representatives), management, co-workers and trade unions – are critical for successful collaboration (Sheppard, 1995).

**Trust and culture**

Hofstede’s study (1980) concluded that trust is established upon the societal norms and values that guides people’s behaviour and beliefs. Also the process
trustors use to decide whether and whom to trust (Donay, Canon, Mulley, 1999) and how to use the information to make decisions (Triandis, 1972) depending on societal cultures. Taking it together we predict that societal culture matters in trust relationships because they affect the interpersonal communication of information (Kramer & Cook, 2004).

When it comes to industrial relations, Europe can’t reasonably be analysed as a homogeneous entity but must be recognised as comprising a diversity of traditions and national cultures (Hyman, 1995). In that sense, we can find many differences between the traditions of East and West, and North and South. The cross-national differences were constructed after 1945 and are of obvious importance for the understanding of more recent trends in the study of industrial relations in Europe (Hyman & Ferner, 1994). Following the division of Hyman (1994) we divide the industrial relations in Europe in two different models. First, the "Nordic model" mainly in the Scandinavian countries, is based on cooperative and trustworthy relations within organizations, where decisions are made by management and union representatives with balanced power. Second, the "Mediterranean model" characterized by authoritarian employers, where decisions are made unilaterally by management. These two models are different mainly in two aspects: power distance between managers and ER, and historical background. In the following pages we analyze how trust (between ERs and managers and also with co-workers) would differ in these labour relationships traditions according to these aspects.

Power distance is defined as “the extent to which the less powerful members of institutions and organizations within a country expect and accept that power is distributed unequally” (Hofstede, 1997, p. 28). This definition closely resembles the more recent definition by House and colleagues (2004, p. 537) who define power distance as “the degree to which members of an organization or society expect and agree that power should be shared unequally”. As an example of the countries involved in the study, the results of Hofstede’s study (2004) identify Spain as a high power distance (HPD) country (score: 5.52) and Denmark as a low power distance (LPD) country (score: 3.89) (the highest value is Morocco – 5.80 – and the lowest Denmark – 3.89 –). This is related to the hierarchical structure within Spanish organizations and a tendency to keep a certain distance in power in organizational settings (see for example historical revision of labour relationship in Spain by Munduate, Ganaza, Alcaide and Peiró, 1994). Van Oudenhoven and colleagues (1998) identified that LPD employees prefer the consultative management style, which provides more balance between the most and the least powerful. Thus, power distance will play an important role in trust relations within organizations. In HPD countries trust between management and ERs will be lower than in LPD countries. However, in HPD countries trust between co-workers and ERs will be higher than in LPD.
Furthermore, the historical tradition can have an effect on the level of trust that can be found in the industrial relations in the studied countries. As an example we show the difference between the historical tradition of Spain and Denmark. Munduate and colleagues point out (1994, p.104) “Spain has evolved from a rigid society, with organizations managed in an authoritarian style, as befitted a dictatorial regime, to a more tolerant, creative, and innovative society”. Due to the dictatorial regime, negotiation between unions and companies as well as the right to carry out industrial actions within organizations were prohibited until democracy was established, in 1978. Thus, a tradition of adversarial relations between ERs and management predominates in Spain (Munduate, Luque & Barón, 1997; Rocha, 2010). On the other hand we find Denmark, where decentralization is a characteristic of organizations (Knudsen & Bruun, 1998). ERs are able to influence corporate strategy and development (Rocha, 2009) being strongly involved in the governance (Kristensen & Rocha, 2006). By participating in strategy construction and linking it to their experiences at shop-floor level, ERs become essential partners to management in the development of the firm (Rocha, 2010). In other words, feeling that both groups (management and workers) are one group (organization) working together, implies a trust relationship, which leads to a more collaborative way of decision making. Thus, in countries with an adversarial tradition we will find less trust relationships between management and ERs than in countries with a collaborative tradition.

Trust and distrust
Evidence exists that trust is not a one-dimensional construct (Deutsch, 1960; Luhmann, 1979; Cacioppo & Berntson, 1994; Lewicki, McAllister & Bies, 1998). Organizations can not be grouped on a single continuum of high or low trust, but as some authors (Lewicki et al., 1998) suggest, trust and distrust often appear together. Distrust appears mainly when the other part violates psychological contract or formal agreements. In the case of organizations, distrust usually appears in downsizing, corporate restructuring situations or when the information is partial or invalid (Rousseau, 1995; Morrison & Robinson, 1997).

Following Lewicki and colleagues (1998) model “Integrating trust and distrust”, trust and distrust are separate dimensions that combine different social realities (see Figure 1). To check the described relations within European organizations we conduct a cross-cultural qualitative study. In this study we will analyze if the relationship between management and co-workers with ER are based on trust/distrust as well as the cultural and organizational differences between them.
Method

Data were collected through structured interviews and focus groups in Belgium, Denmark, Estonia, Germany, Holland, Portugal, Spain and United Kingdom. The figure below (table 1) shows the quantity of data collected in each country.

The research team in each country contacted ERs, management, union leaders and professors on this area through the main trade unions and labour relation councils, to encourage them participate voluntarily in the interviews and focus groups. Firstly the interviews were carried out and after analyzing the collected data, focus group meetings were held in each country in order to discuss and validate the previous results. The results from the interviews were discussed. The participants in the focus group were not the same as the ones taking part in the interviews. Thus, we could validate the previous results as well as get more data from the opinions of a new range of participants.

For the development of the present study, we asked interview participants: “How to improve the relationship and build trust between employee representatives 1) and management; 2) and co-workers?” Researchers measure trust as multi-item scales, in line with the tradition in psychology and sociology not to rely on single item variables, due to robustness considerations (Bijlsma & Koopman, 2003). However, evidence exists (Wanous & Reichert, 1997) that single item measurements can be as robust as scale measures.
Table 1: Data collected in the 8 European countries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Data collected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>7 interviews + focus group (8 participants)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>10 interviews + focus group (6 participants)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>11 interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>10 interviews + focus group (6 participants)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holland</td>
<td>10 interviews + focus group (9 participants)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>8 interviews + focus group (10 participants)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>11 interviews + focus group (8 participants)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.K.</td>
<td>12 interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>79 interviews + 6 focus group</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results

According to the theoretical framework, we can confirm that trust in industrial relations is related to culture. In the explored analyses we found two different cultural styles. Countries as Denmark and Holland follow the “Northern model” (Hyman, 1994) with low power distance between management and workers and high trust between them:

“The Scandinavian leadership style is based on dialog and involvement, and self-governing is a widespread and very important phenomenon, also in low skilled jobs. The historical reason for this tradition goes back to 1899 where a tripartite system was introduced, incorporating workers and employers union, and the government in labour market agreements. Therefore, we develop an excellent relationship based on mutual respect and trust” (Trainer, male, Denmark).

Some countries such as Spain and Portugal follow the “Mediterranean model” (Hyman, 1994) with high power distance between management and workers and low trust between them:

“Management doesn’t consider us part of the decision making process. If they don’t trust us, we can’t trust them. It’s a cultural matter here: management is management” (ER, male, communication sector, Spain).

In other countries such as Belgium, Estonia and U.K. we found diversity of opinions and we can’t conclude a clear trend about trust in relations. They depend basically on the sector and/or organization. An example of two contrarian viewpoints about trust in organizational relationship in the same country and sector can be found in Estonia:
“The management totally trusts me as employee representative. We share information we, co-operate to make the situation better” (ER, female, education sector, Estonia).

“My relationship with the management is difficult and the management essentially trusts me never and not in any matters. It’s not possible to increase trust” (ER, female, education sector, Estonia)

On the other hand, following the model of Lewicki and colleagues (1998) the main situations that we found in the relations between management and ERs in Europe are a) “high trust/low distrust” (cell 2) and b) “low trust/high distrust” (cell 4) (see figure 1):

a) High trust/low distrust (cell 2): A characteristic of countries which the Scandinavian model, where the different groups focus on maintaining collaborative relations and low power distance relations. These conditions reflect “promotive interdependence” and cooperation (Deutsch, 1962).

“ERs function as a sparring partner for the management. There is an emphasis on the fact that the WR is to be included in the process leading up to decisions” (ER, male, education sector, Denmark).

b) Low trust/high distrust (cell 4): A characteristic of countries which follow the Mediterranean model, where the management makes decisions unilaterally without the collaboration of workers and the power distance is high. Under this model actors have no reason for confidence with others and ample reason for wariness and watchfulness (Lewicki et al., 1998).

“Distrust not trust is what you can find in the relation between management and workers. Distrust exists because information isn’t transparent and is biased” (ER, female, education sector, Spain).

In the next paragraphs we explain more in depth the main characteristics of trust relations between management and ER and between co-workers and ERs.

**Trust with management**

As mentioned previously trust in management is highly related to the societal culture, specifically measured by the power distance between management and ER (Elgoibar, Euwema, Munduate, Medina & Viomes, 2011). Elgoibar and colleagues (2011) by analyzing the conflict behaviour followed by ERs concluded that in societies characterized by low power distance (i.e. Denmark) the relation between ERs and management is more cooperative. In contrast, in countries with high power distance (i.e. Spain) the relation between these two groups is more competitive. However, within the different cultures we can appreciate
that there exists differences in relationship and trust level when we focus on the organizations.

In that sense, respecting the ERs’ opinion and encouraging them to participate in the decision making improves open communication and mutual respect within the organization.

“Trust will increase if management gives us the choice to decide, but if they continue providing uncompleted information, we cannot trust” (ER, female, services sector, Spain).

“The most promising way to build up trust is stressing communication” (ER, male, industrial sector, Germany).

“Trust depends on the attitude of the management - if exists an intention to solve real problems or not. The resolution of problems in the workplace improves the operation of the company and increase productivity” (Union leader, female, Portugal).

“If participation does not exist from both parties trust never will be established. It is necessary to create the right to participation. Participation is weakened because companies do not see ERs as active actors in solving problems” (ER, male, transport sector, Portugal).

“Successful relations with management are dependent on openness but also access to reliable and up-to-date information – the latter is not always guaranteed” (Union leader, female, metal industry, Germany).

“You can sense the attitude of “you are not really welcome here” in meetings with management” (ER, female, commercial sector, Estonia).

Some countries following a cooperative approach such as Holland, where the absence of strikes is an indicator of trust between management and ER, we find organizations that still keep a competitive relationship.

‘Although trust with management is sufficient, we always keep a “we against them” perception” (Union leader, female, Holland).

According to this issue, some ERs express the differences between countries from a legal approach:

“Law doesn’t guarantee union rights as it does Denmark or Germany. Without European framework of rights and regulations, trust is always vulnerable and unlikely to be developed” (ER, male, education sector, U.K.).

“Spanish management don’t obey the law in terms of information sharing and consulting!” (Union leader, male, Spain).

Focusing on an economical approach, the financial situation of the sector and company leads also to differences in trust:
“Trust between us and management is very poor now, due to the crisis in our activity sector. Trust has been undermined in the last few years through the public expenditure cuts, salary and resource cuts...” (ER, male, construction company, U.K.).

“Trust has decreased in the last times due to the much insecurity and ambiguity"(ER, male, flight company, Holland).

However there are also some cases, where the crisis has enhanced cooperation and information sharing between management and co-workers:

“Information sharing and close relationship with management has increased during the crisis because they need our signature on redundancy plan. But this is not the traditional way of relation with the management. Normally they don’t pay any attention to us and when things are going wrong, they realized that they need our support” (Trade union leader, male, Spain).

Finally, we should point out that some participants (mainly in countries with a more competitive relationship) feel that being too close to the management could be dangerous.

“Cooperation is necessary but maintaining independence otherwise people will hold it against”(ER, male, electronic sector, Belgium).

“We can be friendly with management but preserving our ability to attack”(ER, male, financial sector, Belgium).

“The relationship between me and the management could be described in one word: opposition. I am never trusted in anything. And I don’t even want to do anything with the director to increase trust, not even talk to her”(ER, female, education sector, Estonia)

In contrast, in more cooperative countries this vision is very different:

“The overall tendency is to view WR as a partner, not an enemy. This is in accordance with the way the employees perceive things. Most employees do not see themselves as opposition to the management”(Executive committee, male, Denmark).

“Our company has introduced a new form of employee participation: ‘Participating together’. Now our worker council is always involved in application procedures of top managers. For example, we were involved in selecting a new HR-director” (ER, male, public services sector, Holland).

In conclusion, relations between management and ERs in Europe are influenced by: culture (power distance and historical background); information sharing and capability to make decisions cooperatively; and economical situation within the organization and the sector.
**Trust with co-workers**

After exploring the results, we can conclude that among the European countries studied overall co-workers trust their ER and vice-versa (from the perspective of ER, union leaders, experts and management). How do ERs get trust of their co-workers? How do ERs perceive this trust? Open communication and daily support to co-workers seem to be the key points for keeping a trusty relationship between them. Generally, results show that ERs perceive trust and support from their co-workers, and that this is a result of their day to day work on the shop floor. From the following comments we can get an overview about this relationship within the organizations in the participating countries.

“My fellow employees always trust me in all matters” (ER, female, education sector, Estonia).

“A good relationship between the ERs and the colleagues is implemented through a lot of open communication” (ER, male, private sector, Germany).

“Be honest, don’t set false expectations. People appreciate this honesty” (Legal advisor, male, Belgium).

“We can have trustful relations with management, as long as it remains clear that we are there to protect the interest of workers. That is the bottom line” (Trade union trainer, male, Belgium).

“Communication on a regular basis and in many forms is an important factor in building trust” (Executive committee, male, Denmark).

For achieving fluent and up to date communication with the co-workers, ERs use newspaper, flyer and new communication media system (i.e. facebook and twitter):

“Communication is easier in the last years due to social media. Social networks as Facebook and Twitter make possible an immediate channel with co-workers” (Consultant, female, Holland).

However, some participants pointed out that the most important is going to the shop floor and speak directly to your co-workers:

“Going on the floor to speak directly to the workers is the most effective communication way, although this could be more stressful. It’s good because the workers see you working, I ask them about their problems and needs, inform about my actions and get feedback” (ER, male, public services, Spain).

In that sense, in “communication in small organizations is easier than in the big ones” (ER, male, transport industry, Portugal)

Therefore, in some companies they are starting to create social network systems:
"We do communicate on a regular basis, via intranet and newsletters. But that’s all passive; it is information but no communication. That’s why we are now trying to work with networks; we discuss things with 20 interested employees and ask them to tell things further so that everybody knows and is involved" (ER, male, engineering company, Holland).

Furthermore, support is an essential motivator for ERs (Elgoibar, Euwema, Munduate, Medina & Viemose, 2011). Their behaviour and relationships are related to the support they get from their co-workers and the union structure. In that sense, it is important that ERs keep always in mind their representation role, and don’t think unilaterally:

“You need to have a group that trust you. So even when I am talking one on one with a manager, I always acknowledge that I am only representing a group. You need to have a good team of unionist, a good operation structure to perform trade union work: social and union support” (ER, male, electronic industry, Belgium).

“Good relationship with co-workers gives me freedom to act” (ER, female, commercial sector, Portugal)

Participants perceive that co-workers trust ERs basically thanks to the information they get from the co-workers which gets increased with the informal daily meetings.

“We handle with confidential information on individuals. Social and family issues are encountered by ER. Thus, we need to be trust by our co-workers” (Trade union trainer, female, Belgium).

There is a lot of trust amongst workers. I am very much aware of each and everyone’s problems. Actually, we trust each other so much that we talk about our personal lives. Trust is gained because if you give, people give back to you. It’s one thing to be sitting in the office waiting for problems to come to you, and it’s another thing to take the initiative to go out on the floor and ask them about their problems” (ER, female, communication sector, Spain).

“Is through dialog between ERs and workers that the credibility and respect are fostered among them. Relationship should be transparent so that dialogue can be fostered and established” (Union leader, male, Portugal).

However, in some countries the election system also shows the level of trust among co-workers by being elected not only by the affiliated worker, but by the totality of workers in the company:

“Workers show us their trust because ERs are elected on a system of double representation. They are elected in two different ways: a) Union ER. Within the company, union ER are elected by union members; b) Company committee: All
the workers within the company are able to directly elect their ER. On one hand, this does not benefit the union affiliation because everyone can choose their ER; but on the other hand it’s a good system because representatives are compelled to justify their actions to all their workers.” (Union leader, male, Spain)

We can also notice that some ER face difficulties in the relation with their co-workers. This is basically consequence of a friendly relation with management.

“Sometimes workers are not easy. They tell you: you are a friend of us or you are friend of the management!” (WR, female, commercial sector, Portugal).

“Usually, what you hear on the shop floor are critics about your job when negotiations are not going well and no congratulations when things are going as planned. This is very frustrating as they don’t understand that you are doing your best for them!” (ER, male, services sector, Spain)

Finally, as in the case of trust related to management, some ERs think that being too close to the co-workers could be dangerous and could damage the relation with the management.

“The better the relationship with management, the worse the relationship with the employees, and vice versa” (Consultant, female, Holland).

“Getting too close to co-workers can affect your stress and your position in the company” (Legal advisor, male, Belgium).

Further below (Table 2) we include some suggestions for increasing trust with your co-workers, however, we should keep in mind that: “There is no recipe for trust. It comes from knowledge that the ER has on workers and workers on him/her and that is achieved by nurturing day to day the relationship” (ER, male, transport industry, Portugal).

Discussion

Conclusions

The main purpose of this study was to analyze the level of trust in the relations between a) management and ERs and b) co-workers and ERs. We explored the differences in trust among European countries through a cross-national study. Main findings of the study are the following:

a. Culture matters in the trust level of the relationship between management and ERs, mainly coming from the level of power distance between both groups and the historical tradition of industrial relations.
b. Although culture is an important aspect, trust also depends on the capacity of ERs to make decisions within the organization. Although this capability is usually related to the culture of the country, it is not always that way. We find organizations where ERs’ opinions are respected by the management in cultures with adversarial industrial relations. This can be explained by the personal characteristics of the management or by the qualifications of the ERs.

c. In reference to the relationship maintained with co-workers, overall we find that co-workers trust their ERs around Europe and vice versa. However, we should point out that trust between co-workers and ERs increase in cultures with an adversarial relationship with the management. The “them against us” conception encourages the collectivist spirit within co-workers and ERs, being detrimental to the relation with the management.

d. The economical situation can affect trust in relations between management and ERs. However, this effect varies according to the culture. On one side, in countries with adversarial relations, trust increases and management and ERs are getting closer in a context of economical crisis in order to “keep the organization afloat”. On the other side, in countries with collaborative relations, economical crisis can make collaboration decrease, due to being obligated to sign downsizing agreements.

Taking the main conclusions together, we appreciate that not only culture but also organizational (capacity to participate in the decision making process) and economical factors (from the sector and the organization) affect the trust level that ERs have with their management and their co-workers. These factors not only are essential in the relation maintained between ER and management but also in the relation between ER and his/her co-workers.

We can state that in both kinds of relations trust is like a dog chasing its tail. On one side, more respect to the ERs participation in the decision making process will increase the level of trust that ERs have in management and vice-versa leading to more collaborative relations (McEvily, Perrone & Zaheer, 2003; Gambetta, 1988; Costa, Roe & Taillieu, 2001). In that sense, Tyler (2003), suggests that trust is a key to organizational performance because it enables voluntary cooperation. However, if management doesn’t provide them with information and doesn’t allow them to participate in the decision making process, trust will decrease (Dirks & Ferrin, 2001; Levin & Cross, 2004), being detrimental to the organizational benefits and creating adversarial relations.

Also in the case of the relation with co-workers, trust depends on information sharing (Kramer, 1999; Mooradian et al., 2006). If ERs provide their co-workers with information about their actions day to day, their co-workers
will increase the trust in them (Bijlsma & Koopman, 2003; Tyler, 2003), keeping a closer relationship and supporting their representatives in their role (Kirkpatrick & Locke, 1996; Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Moorman, & Fetter, 1990). However, that is less likely to happen as ERs in some countries (mainly with a Mediterranean style of industrial relations) feel themselves in the middle of tug-of-war. They have to choose between being trusted by management or by his / her co-workers. As mentioned previously in the article, good relations with management are normally detrimental to good relations with co-workers and vice-versa.

However, more collaborative relationships between the actors imply the disappearance of the “them against us” philosophy, which is strongly adopted in some cultures making it more difficult to allow changes. Mutual respect will impulse collaborative relations and a more constructive decision making process with equal level of power between workers and management. As Tjosvold and Chen (2010) concluded “trust is critical for strengthening perceived cooperative goals and mutually beneficial interaction”. Therefore, training management, ERs and co-workers about the benefits that trust and mutual respect can have in an organizational and individual level can be a starting point.

Practical implications
Despite the main theoretical conclusions, the study has interesting practical implications. We include in Table 2 the main suggestions that ERs, union leaders, scholars on the topic and management representatives gave us in order to increase trust in the relationship between ER and management and ER and co-workers (see Table 2).
Table 2: Practical suggestions for improving the trusty relations inside the European organizations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suggestion to increase trust-based relations with the management</th>
<th>Suggestion to increase trust-based relations with your co-workers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Accepting the existence of ER by management within the organization and include them in decision making processes.</td>
<td>• Take the initiative and go out on the floor to ask employees about their problems and get feedback about your actions (not wait sitting in the office).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Closer and open communication with management (i.e. information sharing, making suggestion, proposing ideas...).</td>
<td>• Employees should feel that the ER is protecting them and the usefulness of the union.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• No longer “them versus us” philosophy. It is a shared responsibility.</td>
<td>• Maintain confidentiality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Education and learning as basis for dialog and to be able to analyze the information provided by the company.</td>
<td>• Be honest and straightforward and give adequate information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Talks with management out of the usual working hours and environment help to improve trust relationships (i.e. when they are travelling around the world visiting plants).</td>
<td>• Listening to the employees and respect their opinions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Taking seriously the problems that management communicates ERs and that ERs communicate to the management: mutual respect.</td>
<td>• Be open with co-workers and explain them your way of acting (i.e. why you negotiate in a concrete way).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Willingness to compromise.</td>
<td>• Establish networks and newsletter for the employees to inform them about actions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Development of collective rights on European dimension will support the improvement of trust based relations.</td>
<td>• Ask your co-workers to fill in surveys in order to get feedback about your actions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• More time for union work (i.e. to attend more courses and be able to understand the information provided for the decision taking processes).</td>
<td>• Guide your co-workers in situation in which they have to go to the HR department.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Develop a stronger trade union basis.</td>
<td>• Develop a stronger trade union basis.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the economical situation nowadays can complicate the “trust building process” and organizational cultures are hardly established, actors involved in these relations can make it happen. Thus, management as well as workers will feel part of the process increasing the real democracy inside organization that today’s society claim so much. In that sense, the practical suggestions offered in this work can help to achieve the desired and beneficial trust in industrial relations.
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As relações laborais na Europa são baseadas na confiança?
A perspectiva dos representantes sindicais.

Numerosos investigadores provenientes de várias disciplinas concordam em que a confiança gera benefícios importantes tanto para as organizações (Dirks & Ferrin, 2001) como para seus membros (Kramer, 1999). No entanto, algumas vezes não é fácil alcançar o nível de confiança valorizado e desejado nas relações laborais. Neste artigo, em primeiro lugar, analisamos o conceito de confiança e sua importância no âmbito das relações laborais Europeias. Em segundo lugar, exploramos como os representantes sindicais (ER) na Europa percebem a sua relação com a Direcção bem como com os seus colegas de trabalho, com foco no papel da confiança. Finalmente, concluiremos com uma discussão e algumas recomendações práticas que podem ajudar aos ER a fomentar relações mais confiáveis, contribuindo dessa maneira para melhorar a sua capacidade de participação em processos de tomada de decisão e, consequentemente, para um estilo de gestão do conflito mais construtivo.
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